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1. Introduction & Market Overview



Opportunities
driven by system transitions

Carbon capture, utilization, and storage (CCUS) solutions can help decarbonize the electricity grid –

while these emission abatement technologies are still in the early stages of commercialization, continued 

investment in and scaling of this infrastructure will help to drive down currently high costs, leading to broader 

adoption of CCUS.

Strategic Positioning
sustainability as part of core 

strategy

Scaling up of alternative energy sources to suit commercial applications and meet industrial needs is 

needed for the next phase of the renewables journey.

A renewed focus on energy security will likely take place at the highest levels and calls to increase 

domestic supplies to preserve energy security in the U.S. and the rest of the world will need to consider the 

goal of decarbonization.

Capital and Valuations
access to and cost of capital will 

favor sustainable businesses

Capital providers are aligning at scale for the low-carbon and sustainability transitions

Private capital sees huge opportunities in sustainability solutions, while some also see potential 

returns in fossil fuels

Investors will scrutinize asset valuations through the lens of “carbon (or nature) accretion/dilution”

Public Policy
government and business 

will align

Governments are accelerating the race for a competitive edge in clean technologies

Public policy will continue to pivot support towards critical sustainability sectors

Mandatory ESG reporting will advance, common sustainability metrics will evolve, and stakeholders 

will use data to identify greenwashing 

Key Sustainability Themes Shaping Business Strategy in 2022

co2
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Social Bonds

Any type of bond instrument 

that exclusively applies the 

proceeds, or an equivalent 

amount, to finance or re-

finance, in part, or in full, new 

or existing eligible Social 

Projects that align with the 

four core components of the 

Social Bond Principles: (i) 

Use of Proceeds; (ii) A 

Process for Project 

Evaluation; (iii) Management 

of the Proceeds, and (iv) 

Reporting

Green Bonds

Any type of bond instrument 

where the proceeds or an 

equivalent amount will be 

exclusively applied to finance 

or re-finance, in part of in full, 

new and/or existing eligible 

Green Projects and which are 

aligned with the four core 

components of the Green 

Bond Principles: (i) Use of 

Proceeds; (ii) Process for 

Project Evaluation and 

Selection; (iii) Management of 

Proceeds, and (iv) Reporting

Sustainability-linked Bonds

Bond instruments with financial 

and/or structural characteristics 

that depend on whether the 

issuer achieves predefined 

sustainability/ environmental, 

social, and governance 

objectives and align with the 

five core components of the 

Sustainability-linked Bond 

Principles: (i) Selection of Key 

Performance Indicators; (ii)  

Calibration of Sustainability 

Performance Targets; (iii) Bond 

Characteristics; (iv) Reporting; 

and (v) Verification. With these 

bonds, issuers commit, 

explicitly, to improve 

sustainability outcome(s) by a 

predefined deadline.

Sustainability Bonds

Bonds that exclusively apply 

the proceeds to finance or re-

finance a combination of both 

Green and Social Projects. 

Sustainability Bonds align 

with the four core 

components of both the 

Green Bond Principles and 

Social Bond Principles. 

Understanding Green, Social and Sustainability Bonds

Source: ICMA Green Bond Principles, UN Women Gender Bond Guidelines Report
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https://www.icmagroup.org/sustainable-finance/the-principles-guidelines-and-handbooks/green-bond-principles-gbp/:~:text=The%20Green%20Bond%20Principles%20(GBP,credentials%20alongside%20an%20investment%20opportunity.


• Global sustainable bond issuance volumes stand at $383bn 

equiv. so far this year, down 22% on the same period last 

year ($492bn).

• Despite the market headwinds this year, issuance trends 

have not been uniform globally, with emerging market (“EM”) 

sustainable bond issuance continuing to grow strongly, in 

contrast to the overall market. According to Moody’s ESG 

Solutions, while global issuance of sustainable bond was 

$203bn in Q1 2022, 28% lower than Q1 2021, EM 

sustainable bond issuance reached over $34bn, up 13% 

from the same period last year.

• This month, Amundi and IFC published the Emerging Market 

Green Bonds Report providing a detailed update of 

developments in sustainable bonds issued in emerging 

markets and the outlook for the coming year.

• One key market development is the adoption of tougher 

amendments to the EU Green Bond Standard (EU GBS) by 

the EU Parliament last month to reduce greenwashing. 

These include increased transparency to make it clear if 

bond proceeds will be used in gas or nuclear, and minimum 

sustainability disclosures for all ESG-labelled bonds, even if 

they do not claim to align fully with the EU GBS. 

• As of 10 June 2022, the sustainable bond market has grown 

to over $2.5 trillion in outstanding bonds. Year to date, 

Green bond issuance accounts for 56% of total sustainable 

bond supply with $215bn as we see further diversification 

across labels, followed by $72bn of Sustainability bond 

issuance, $56bn of Social issuance and $40bn of SLB 

issuance. 

Source: Citi, Moody’s ESG Solutions, IFC, European Parliament, London Stock Exchange

Global Sustainable Debt Capital Markets Update
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Sustainable Bonds by Type

https://esg.moodys.io/insights-analysis-reports/emerging-market-sustainable-bond-outlook-remains-constructive-despite-market-headwinds
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/f68a35be-6b49-4a86-9d65-c02e411de48b/2022.06+-+Emerging+Market+Green+Bonds+Report+2021_VF+%282%29.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=o5EzvO0
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20220516IPR29640/european-green-bond-standard-new-measures-to-reduce-green-washing
https://docs.londonstockexchange.com/sites/default/files/documents/Q1_2022_Debt_Capital_Markets_Update.pdf


Theme United States European Union

Policy Agenda

Build Back Better 

c. >$2 trillion for clean energy, infrastructure, agriculture, 

environmental justice

European Green Deal 

c. €1 trillion for clean energy, industry, mobility, agriculture, 

biodiversity, Just Transition

Regulation

SEC Climate Risks

Disclosure Proposal

Transparency and accountability

Sustainable Finance Strategy

EU Taxonomy, Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism

Leadership

Private sector-led
Public and private sector alignment

Fit for 55: renewables, efficiency, ETS, emission standards

Innovation 

Opportunities

Renewables (wind & solar)

CCUS (c. 50% of global capacity)

Green hydrogen (trucking)

Advanced nuclear (?)

Renewables (c. 80% of global offshore wind capacity)

Direct air capture

Green hydrogen (rail application)

Green steel

Source: Dealogic, Citi, as of 10 June 2022; SEC Press Release. White House Briefing Room. European Commission. European Parliament: EU and US clean energy innovation policy.

USD bn Green Social Sustainability SLB Transition Total

2021FY Issuance 511.2 188.6 187.4 94.5 4.6 986.2

2021YTD Issuance 224.7 132.5 100.5 31.4 3.0 492.1

2022YTD Issuance 214.5 56.0 71.9 39.8 0.8 383.1

% Change (’21 vs ’22) -5% -58% -28% +27% -72% -22%

Amount Outstanding 1,449.9 430.8 509.8 147.1 10.0 2,547.6

E.U. and U.S. Are Advancing Sustainability Agenda on Multiple Fronts

The E.U. has been the global leader in sustainability policy and action in recent years. However, the U.S. is 

making significant and accelerating progress, and the U.S. financial sector is leading for Net Zero pressure.

By Bond Type

2022YTD

By Geography

2022YTD
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2. Stanford University



Case Study: Stanford University
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Sustainable Stanford: A comprehensive institutional program

Stanford Core 

Sustainability Principles

Stanford renews Platinum

Ranking 2022

in Sustainability Tracking, 

Assessment and Rating System.

One of only five U.S. 

institutions to earn this  

highest place among 

research institutions,  among 

1,000+ institutions reporting

Advance Sustainability 

Knowledge

Establish Sustainability as a 

Core Value

Minimize Environmental 

Footprint & Preserve the 

Ecosystem
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 Issued $300.4 million (par)/$375million (proceeds) 

tax‐exempt Revenue Bonds Series V‐2

 Bonds externally-verified  & labeled Sustainability 

Bonds – Climate Bond Certified, a first in Higher  

Education sector to carry this dual  designation

 For Climate Bond Certification 

 Projects to be financed with the proceeds 

satisfy the Climate Bonds Standard  V3.0 

and the Low Carbon Buildings Criteria

2021California Education Facility Authority-Stanford University

Series V-2 Sustainability-Climate Bond Certified

 For ICMA Sustainability

 “Green” category criteria for the low carbon  

buildings sector (climate action)

 “Social” category criteria relating to:
 Access to essential services (advancing  

high‐quality education and health  equity)

 Affordable housing/accessible housing,  and

 Target population: marginalized,  

underserved populations; low‐ and  

moderate‐income Stanford‐affiliated  

residents

7 Stanford University



▲ Environmental Crisis: We’re facing an 

existential crisis with climate change; all 

sectors need to mobilize in support of 

reducing carbon and other emissions

▲ Demand: High demand among investors for 

ESG issuances

▲ Economics: Opportunities for pricing 

advantages (the “greenium”)

Why ESG Now & Lessons Learned

External verification was helpful

• Ensured best practices (avoidance of 
reputation risk of “greenwashing”)

• Guidance to navigate the standards

Importance of Planning, Targets & Data

• Leveraged Stanford’s strong track record 
of sustainability planning, accomplished 
milestones and data 

Disclosure 

• There is a tension-investors want more 
data; must balance with disclosure 
obligations

• Absence of disclosure standards in the 
US harms accountability

• Regulators are moving quickly to develop 
standards; need convergence of 
frameworks

8 Stanford University
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The Ford Foundation “At a Glance”

 The Foundation is one of the largest private foundations in 

the United States, with an endowment of more than $17 

billion as of July 2021

 Created with gifts and bequests by Edsel and Henry Ford, 

the Foundation is an independent, nonprofit, 

nongovernmental organization, with its own board, and is 

entirely separate from the Ford Motor Company.

 The trustees of the Foundation set policy and delegate 

authority to the president and senior staff for grant making 

and operations.

 While the specifics of what we work on have evolved over 

the years, investments in these three areas have remained 

the touchstones of everything we do:

 Investing in individual leaders

 Building institutions

 Supporting new ideas

 Headquartered in NY with 11 offices worldwide and over 400 

employees

Ford Foundation Quick Facts

 Established in 1936

 First regional office opened in 

1952 in New Delhi

 Provides grants to 

organizations primarily in the 

United States, Latin America, 

Africa, the Middle East and 

Asia

 Over the past 30 years, more 

than $18 billion in grants 

distributed worldwide

 Committed more than $715 

million for program-related 

investments (PRIs) since 

1968

 40,000 proposals received 

and about 1,400 grants made 

annually

38
9 Ford Foundation



Bond Designation Social Bonds, Series 2020

Registration Exempt from SEC Registration under Section 

3(a)4 of Securities Act

Security Unsecured general obligations of the 

Foundation

Ratings Aaa/AAA (Stable/Stable) by Moody’s & S&P 

Structure $300M 30-year and $700M 50-year bullet 

maturities

Use of Proceeds Fund grants to build resiliency in the 

nonprofit sector in light of Covid-19

Spread/Coupon 30-year: T+95 bps / 2.415% | 50-year: T+135 

bps / 2.815%

SOCIAL BOND

 Designation represented the first Social Bond offering by a Foundation in the U.S. 

Taxable Market

 Use of proceeds aligns with US Sustainable Development Goals to reduce poverty, promote 

decent work and economic growth, and reduce inequalities

 Second party opinion from Sustainalytics, Auditor attestation when proceeds are fully 

expended

Total Orders

114 orders = $5.8B

30-year: 10.2x sub

50-year: 3.9x sub

Roadshow/Investor 1:1 calls

108 roadshow views – 44 orders = $3.75B

15 1:1 calls – 14 order= $2.31B

ESG Investors

21 investors – 31 orders 

$1.95B; 34% of total orders

39

Ford Foundation Social Bonds Series 2020 (Taxable)

10 Ford Foundation
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Wildlife Conservation Bond
Supporting Rhino Conservation Efforts through Outcome-Based Investment 

42

The World Bank worked with Global Environment Facility on a new type of bond: 

The Wildlife Conservation Bond

The Wildlife Conservation Bond provides investors with a unique investment opportunity and the potential to earn a financial 

return while supporting conservation finance through an outcome-based bond that channels funds to conservation outcomes –

in this case – an increase in black rhino populations in target protected areas in South Africa.  

Key project Innovations include:

D. Delivers environmental and social benefits including jobs in a sector that has been significantly impacted by COVID-19

C. Deployment of advanced monitoring and assurance tools in a bond transaction

B. Investors receive success payments (funded by GEF) based on conservation outcomes

A. Provides an additional source of financing to South African parks that they would otherwise not have access to



Environmental

Healthy ecosystems provide 

nutritious food, clean air and 

water, mitigate climate 

change, and buffer against 

extreme weather events

Social

Thriving protected areas help 

sustains livelihoods and 

empower communities

Economic

Conservation bolsters 

national economies through 

ecotourism and job creation 

and supports food 

production industry

Protecting rhino populations and habitats protects innumerable other species and benefits local 

communities

Rhino conservation supports healthy ecosystems 
and benefits local communities

Rhinos are flagship and umbrella species that help shape ecosystems and drive 

conservation efforts that benefit other species



The Wildlife Conservation Bond
Fundamentals
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 The WCB is a USD-denominated (USD 150m) Sustainable Development Bond issued by the World 

Bank (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, IBRD)

 Instead of being paid to investors, coupon payments on the WCB will be paid to two South African 

protected conservation areas, Addo Elephant National Park and Great Fish River Nature Reserve, to 

fund rhino conservation

 Funds from the coupons will be used by the parks only for predefined conservation interventions

 The black rhino growth rate at each site will be calculated over the bond term, including independent 

verification of the growth rate calculation

 Investors stand to receive a success payment at maturity, linked to the growth rate in the rhino 

population at the two sites, paid by the World Bank and funded by the GEF

 The bond is fully principal protected, with redemption payment at par provided by IBRD at maturity

 Proceeds from the bond will support the financing of the World Bank’s sustainable development 

projects and programs globally, a number of which are focused on biodiversity



The Wildlife Conservation Bond
Impact
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 The parks have good track records of black rhino conservation

 A reduction in tourism incomes due to COVID-19 may increase 

poaching, exacerbating the urgent need for conservation funding

It is hoped that the bond will: 

 Secure and grow critically endangered rhino populations

 Protect biodiversity and support improvements in planetary health 

 Change conservation funding strategies and increase 

opportunities for investment in conservation activities

Rhinos are a critically endangered species – their 

population size reflects broader issues in biodiversity 

and conservation 



Fund of Flows Overview 

INVESTORS

Great Fish River 

Nature Reserve
Addo Elephant 

National Park

Conservation Success Payment

USD 13.76 million

Funds managed 

by World Bank Treasury

Diverted Investor Coupons 
(financing conservation activities)

Principal 

[USD 150 million]

Year 5: Conservation Success Payment 

(up to USD13.76 million contingent on rhino growth)

Grant Agreements

Annual 

Investor 

Reporting

CALCULATION AGENT
Training on rhino data 

management system

DONOR

VERIFICATION AGENT



Key Transaction Concepts
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Issuer International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (“IBRD”), rated Aaa/AAA (M/S)

Size / Currency [USD 150m]

Tenor 5-years

Use of proceeds Financing Eligible Sustainable Development Projects

Listing [None]

Diverted coupon
There will be no coupon payments to investors. Instead, investors request coupon 

payments to be passed to the Parks to fund Rhino conservation.

The Parks  

(Park managers)

Addo Elephant National Park (“AENP”)

Eastern Cape

(South African National Parks)

Great Fish River Nature Reserve 

(“GFRNR”)

Eastern Cape

(East Cape Parks and Tourism Agency)

Rhino population 

growth rate 

Rhino population growth rate calculated over the bond term, including independent 

verification of the growth rate calculation

Maximum 

conservation

success payment 

Up to a maximum US$13.76m, directly proportional to the rhino population growth rate

Conservation

success payment 

The Conservation Success Payment will be paid by the Issuer on the Maturity 

Date and determined as a function of the Rhino Population Growth Rate (X): 

The bond is fully principal protected, with redemption at par 

guaranteed by IBRD and carries a AAAp rating (S&P).

“The net proceeds from the sale of the Notes will be used by IBRD to finance 

Eligible Sustainable Development Projects. 

All World Bank bonds support the financing of a combination of green and 

social, i.e. “sustainable development”, projects, programs, and activities in 

IBRD member countries. Each project is designed intentionally to achieve 

both positive social and environmental impacts and outcomes in line with the 

World Bank Group’s twin goals of eliminating extreme poverty and promoting 

shared prosperity.

IBRD’s sustainable development bond framework, as published from time to 

time, describes the process for selecting, evaluating and reporting on Eligible 

Sustainable Development Projects and contains descriptions and examples 

of such eligible projects.”

GEF funding will be the source of the Conservation Success Payment 

but will be assigned to and paid to investors by IBRD. 

Note: This term sheet does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities, and shall not constitute an offer, 

solicitation or sale in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under 

the securities laws of that jurisdiction. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Rhino Population 
 Growth Rate (X) Conservation Success Payment (% of Max) 

X<=0.00% 0%  

0.00% < X <=2.00% 40% 

2.00% < X <=4.00% 80% 

4.00% < X 100% 

 

Luxembourg Stock Exchange

https://thedocs.worldbank.org/en/doc/43b360bfda1e6e5b8a094ef2ce4dff2a-0340012021/original/World-Bank-IBRD-Sustainable-Development-Bond-Framework.pdf


Securing and growing the black rhino population
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Port Elizabeth
100 km

Cape Town

Addo Elephant 

National Park

East London

SOUTH AFRICA

Johannesburg

Kimberley

Durban

Pietermaritzburg

Pretoria

 The rhino population in the two parks represents a 

meaningful proportion of both South Africa’s and 

the world’s black rhino numbers

 Investment will secure the current portfolio of 

rhinos and encourage further population growth by:
Strengthening rhino conservation and natural resource 

management through: (i) rhino population management; 

(ii) habitat management; (iii) range availability; (iv) 

containment and counter-poaching; and (v) community 

investments

Providing technical assistance to improve national and 

regional efforts to coordinate and share security and 

research opportunities 

 Supporting project management and monitoring

 The WCB structure has scope to be rolled out to 

conservation efforts in other geographies and 

endangered species and other development 

challenges

Addo Elephant National Park Great Fish River Nature Reserve

Size 1750km2, 175,000 hectares 450km2, 45,000 hectares

Location
Eastern Cape (75km north of Port 

Elizabeth)

Eastern Cape (150km north of Port 

Elizabeth)

Implementing 

Partner
Wilderness Foundation Africa

Eastern Cape Parks and Tourism 

Agency (ECPTA)



Contributing to Sustainable Development 
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Biodiversity 

Values

Supporting Sustainable 

Development Goals

Dense thicket vegetation stores up to 4200t of 

above ground carbon per km2, mitigating the 

effects of climate change

1,530km2 of conservation areas of high 

biodiversity

Sanctuary for pollinators, serving the local citrus 

industry (25% of South Africa’s citrus industry) 

and neighboring subsistence farmers

The sites contain five of South Africa’s seven 

biomes. Addo has the highest floral diversity of 

any national park in Africa

SDG 8: Over 2,300 jobs supported 

contributing to enhanced well-being and 

financial resilience for project beneficiaries

The sites protect important water catchments with 

the associated flood attenuation and water 

filtering benefits

Potential to catalyze economic development in the poorest 

province of South Africa

Local community are part-owners of one of the rhino sites, 

with a revenue sharing scheme in place

The WCB will invest in community engagement and 

development through a participatory process

SDG 5: Community development 

interventions and agency policies have 

strong focus on gender equality

SDG 3: Health and well-being will be the 

primary indicator of social impact in target 

communities



Contact Us
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https://treasury.worldbank.org/

+1 202 477 2880

+1 202 477 8355

debtsecurities@worldbank.org

1818 H Street N.W. MSN C7-710

Washington, DC 20433, USA

Pricing Sources

IBRD <Govt> <Go> or IBRD <Go>

Discount Notes

WBDN <Go>

Bloomberg



The World Bank IBRD
Acknowledgements and Disclaimers
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• All photos, graphics and content © The World Bank 

• This presentation has been prepared by the World Bank (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, IBRD) for information purposes only, and the IBRD makes no representation, 

warranty or assurance of any kind, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the information contained herein.

• No Offer or Solicitation Regarding Securities. This presentation may include information relating to certain IBRD securities. Any such information is provided only for general informational 

purposes and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any IBRD securities. All information relating to securities should be read in conjunction with the appropriate 

prospectus and any applicable supplement and Final Terms thereto, including the description of the risks with respect to an investment in such securities, which may be substantial and include 

the loss of principal. The securities mentioned herein may not be eligible for sale in certain jurisdictions or to certain persons.

• Consult with Advisors. Investors considering purchasing an IBRD security should consult their own financial and legal advisors for information about such security, the risks and investment 

considerations arising from an investment in such security, the appropriate tools to analyze such investment, and the suitability of such investment to each investor's particular circumstances. 

• No Guarantee as to Financial Results. IBRD does not warrant, guarantee or make any representation or warranties whatsoever, express or implied, or assumes any liability to investors regarding 

the financial results of the IBRD securities described herein.

• Each recipient of this presentation is deemed to acknowledge that this presentation is a proprietary document of IBRD and by receipt hereof agrees to treat it as confidential and not disclose it, or 

permit disclosure of it, to third parties without the prior written consent of the IBRD. All content (including, without limitation, the graphics, icons, and overall appearance of the presentation and its 

content) are the property of the IBRD. The IBRD does not waive any of its proprietary rights therein including, but not limited to, copyrights, trademarks and other intellectual property rights.

• This presentation includes forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements include statements concerning plans, objectives, goals, strategies, future events or performance, and 

underlying assumptions and other statements, which are other than statements of historical facts. The words "believe," "expect," "anticipate," "intends," "estimate," "forecast," "project," "will," 

"may," "should" and similar expressions identify forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements in this presentation are based upon various assumptions, many of which are based, 

in turn, upon further assumptions, including, without limitation, management's examination of historical operating trends, data contained in IBRD’s records and other data available from third 

parties. Although IBRD believes that these assumptions were reasonable when made, these assumptions are inherently subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies which are difficult or 

impossible to predict and are beyond its control, and IBRD may not achieve or accomplish these expectations, beliefs or projections. Neither IBRD, nor any of its members, directors, officers, 

agents, employees or advisers intend or have any duty or obligation to supplement, amend, update or revise any of the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation.
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IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citigroup Inc. and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advice. Any discussion of tax matters in these materials (i) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used or

relied upon, by you for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties and (ii) may have been written in connection with the "promotion or marketing" of any transaction contemplated hereby ("Transaction").

Accordingly, you should seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.

In any instance where distribution of this communication is subject to the rules of the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC"), this communication constitutes an invitation to consider entering
into a derivatives transaction under U.S. CFTC Regulations §§ 1.71 and 23.605, where applicable, but is not a binding offer to buy/sell any financial instrument.

Any terms set forth herein are intended for discussion purposes only and are subject to the final terms as set forth in separate definitive written agreements. This presentation is not a commitment to lend, syndicate a

financing, underwrite or purchase securities, or commit capital nor does it obligate us to enter into such a commitment, nor are we acting as a fiduciary to you. By accepting this presentation, subject to applicable law or

regulation, you agree to keep confidential the information contained herein and the existence of and proposed terms for any Transaction.

Prior to entering into any Transaction, you should determine, without reliance upon us or our affiliates, the economic risks and merits (and independently determine that you are able to assume these risks) as well as the legal,

tax and accounting characterizations and consequences of any such Transaction. In this regard, by accepting this presentation, you acknowledge that (a) we are not in the business of providing (and you are not relying on us

for) legal, tax or accounting advice, (b) there may be legal, tax or accounting risks associated with any Transaction, (c) you should receive (and rely on) separate and qualified legal, tax and accounting advice and (d) you

should apprise senior management in your organization as to such legal, tax and accounting advice (and any risks associated with any Transaction) and our disclaimer as to these matters. By acceptance of these materials,

you and we hereby agree that from the commencement of discussions with respect to any Transaction, and notwithstanding any other provision in this presentation, we hereby confirm that no participant in any Transaction

shall be limited from disclosing the U.S. tax treatment or U.S. tax structure of such Transaction.

We are required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies each entity that enters into a formal business relationship with us. We will ask for your complete name, street address, and taxpayer ID number.

We may also request corporate formation documents, or other forms of identification, to verify information provided.

Any prices or levels contained herein are preliminary and indicative only and do not represent bids or offers. These indications are provided solely for your information and consideration, are subject to change at any time

without notice and are not intended as a solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any instrument. The information contained in this presentation may include results of analyses from a quantitative model which

represent potential future events that may or may not be realized, and is not a complete analysis of every material fact representing any product. Any estimates included herein constitute our judgment as of the date hereof

and are subject to change without any notice. We and/or our affiliates may make a market in these instruments for our customers and for our own account. Accordingly, we may have a position in any such instrument at any

time.

Although this material may contain publicly available information about Citi corporate bond research, fixed income strategy or economic and market analysis, Citi policy (i) prohibits employees from offering, directly or

indirectly, a favorable or negative research opinion or offering to change an opinion as consideration or inducement for the receipt of business or for compensation; and (ii) prohibits analysts from being compensated for

specific recommendations or views contained in research reports. So as to reduce the potential for conflicts of interest, as well as to reduce any appearance of conflicts of interest, Citi has enacted policies and procedures

designed to limit communications between its investment banking and research personnel to specifically prescribed circumstances.

Certain products mentioned in this communication may contain provisions that refer to a reference or benchmark rate which may change, cease to be published or be in customary market usage, become unavailable, have its

use restricted and/or be calculated in a different way. As a result, those reference or benchmark rates that are the subject of such changes may cease to be appropriate for the products mentioned in this communication. We

encourage you to keep up to date with the latest industry developments in relation to benchmark transitioning and to consider its impact on your business. You should consider, and continue to keep under review, the potential

impact of benchmark transitioning on any existing product you have with Citi, or any new product you enter into with Citi.

© 2022 Citibank, N.A. All rights reserved. Citi and Citi and Arc Design are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world.

© 2022 Citigroup Inc. All rights reserved. Citi and Citi and Arc Design are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world.

At Citi, building a sustainable future is our business. We work closely with our clients, peer financial institutions, NGOs and other partners to finance solutions to climate change, develop industry standards, reduce our own

environmental footprint, and engage with stakeholders to advance shared learning and solutions. Building on more than 20 years of sustainability leadership, Citi has announced a commitment to net zero greenhouse gas

emissions by 2050. Our Sustainable Progress Strategy is driven by our commitment to advance solutions that address climate change around the world in support of the transition to a low-carbon economy and focuses on

three key pillars: Low-Carbon Transition, Climate Risk, and Sustainable Operations. Citi has committed to $1 trillion in sustainable finance by 2030, which aligns with the agenda of the United Nations’ Sustainable

Development Goals (SDGs) and builds on the work we outlined in our strategy. This includes extending our current $250 Billion Environmental Finance Goal by 2025 to $500 billion by 2030 and an additional $500 billion in

support of the SDGs outside of environmental finance. Our $1 trillion commitment to sustainable finance helps ensure we are accelerating the transition to a sustainable, low-carbon economy that balances the environmental,

social, and economic needs of society.


